
Lumpy With Fingers 

Call it a mid-life crisis, or just a much delayed New Year’s resolution (2014 was one of those years).  I 

was looking for a new challenge, and Audax has been on the “to do” list for a long time.  So I paid my 

membership, and 21 December 2014 was my first Audax ride.  Living in the Far North, I hadn’t seen an 

Audax ride or person in the flesh before, so I was pretty naïve (and a bit hesitant) about everything.  Mt 

Cootha, Mt Glorious and Mt Nebo were familiar names to me, but I had no idea what riding them would 

be like.  And I was totally uninformed about Roger’s attraction to bits of road that point skywards.  

Andy, Roger and I started off along the bikeways, with Kim keeping us company for the first 20km.  

Another rider had headed off a few hours before, and there was no likelihood that I would ever catch 

him.  Thankfully, Roger decided that we would ride together (read – he and Andy would wait for me at 

every corner), as I had gotten lost driving to Roger’s place.  Mt Cootha went OK, but the real work 

started for the Mt Glorious and Mt Nebo bits.   Dear God….. how do they keep bitumen hanging on 

some of those ups????  I managed the first few climbs, but my legs, lungs and heart muscles were done 

in by the last of the Mt Nebo up.  Andy consoled me that lots of riders had to walk that bit.  He kindly 

pushed me up a few bits before our first coffee stop (62km), and pretended that I didn’t look close to 

death.  My concerned husband and in-laws caught up with us by then by car, and shadowed the rest of 

the ride.  There was talk of bailing me out when I finally succumbed. 

Life improved after coffee and scones, and we descended Mt Nebo.  It was the least “down” descent I 

have ever done.  My golden rule of “what goes up must come down” has been shattered forever.  After 

lots more up and down (mostly up), there was an extended lunch stop at Brookfield (103km), and we 

started the “fingers”.  These were three lovely little rides up the nearby valleys (mostly up again).  I kept 

a sharp eye on the Garmin, calculating how many more climbs Roger could fit into the remaining 

kilometres.  As it turned out, he could fit lots of climbs into anything.  Anywhere there was a choice of 

flat or climb, we climbed.  Even after he told me we were “on the way home”, and I knew he lived by the 

river (normally means “down”), we climbed.   

Back at Roger’s place (161km), we celebrated over a beer and swapped cycling tales.  It was one of the 

toughest days of cycling I’ve ever done, but I had a ball.  Andy and Roger looked after me wonderfully 

throughout the day, and I apologise many times over for giving them one of the slowest rides they are 

likely to have done.  They have reassured me that other Audax rides will probably be easier, so I am 

keen for more. 

 

 


